### Cybersecurity Policies and Guidance

This chart organizes cybersecurity policies and guidance by classification level and Office of Primary Responsibility (Color Key: double-clicking on the box directs users to the authoritative source.

- **Policies in detail:** The document is marked for limited distribution or an authoritative public-facing version is currently available.
- **The linked sites are not controlled by the developer of this chart:** Users are directed to the respective sites for detailed information.
- **CNSF policies link only to the CNSF site:** View this chart but its hyperlinks are inoperable, as the site contains more detailed information.

#### Key Terms
- **Title 18:** [§1030](http://www.justice.gov/opa/criminal/18us1030.pdf)
- **NIAP**: National Information Assurance Partnership
- **OCP**: Other Commercial Products
- **IA**: Information Assurance
- **HSPD-12**: Presidential Directive 12
- **CAPEC**: Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification
- **SP**: Special Publication
- **IPO**: Information Protection Officer
- **NSA**: National Security Agency
- **SCAP**: Security Configuration Assessment Program
- **NIST 800-53**: Guide to Federal Information Security Management (FISMA) Controls
- **CIS**: Center for Internet Security

#### Distribution Statement
**Distribution Statement A**: Approved for Public Release. Distribution is unlimited.